V6698  THE VISITOR  (9/19/1997-1/16/1998)  [TV SERIES]

Series summary: The Visitor, Adam MacArthur (John Corbett), has returned to Earth 50 years after being abducted by aliens while flying in the Bermuda Triangle. His appearance sparks a manhunt by competing federal agents (including an FBI team and a NSA military unit headed by Col. Vise (Steve Railsback)). MacArthur's mission seems to be to avert a catastrophic conflict which an approaching alien spaceship may trigger.

Black box  (10/24/1997)

Credits: director, Frederick K. Keller ; writer, Norman Morrill.
Cast: John Corbett, Steve Railsback, Nicholas Surovy, Christine Healy.
Summary: In this episode, Adam seeks the help of Ben Jordan (Surovy), a down-and-out Vietnam vet, who was a graduate student/research scientist in the 1960s. Adam is seeking an alien artefact (a crystal) which Ben was studying back in the 60s when his lab was invaded by an anti-war student protest. Because Ben's girl friend was a leader of the protest which blew up the lab, Ben was sent to Vietnam! His girl friend, blinded in the explosion, is now a concert violinist. Both know the whereabouts of pieces of the crystal, and Adam must cajole them and elude Col. Vise to rejoin the pieces.

No known reviews.
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